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Abstract

The facial action units (FAU) defined by the Facial Ac-
tion Coding System (FACS) has become an important ap-
proach of facial expression analysis. Most work on FAU de-
tection only considers the spatial-temporal feature and ig-
nores the label-wise AU correlation. In practice, the strong
relationships between facial AUs can help AU detection.
We proposed a transformer based FAU detection model by
leverage both the local spatial-temporal features and label-
wise FAU correlation. To be specific, we firstly designed
a visual spatial-temporal transformer based model and a
convolution based audio model to extract action unit spe-
cific features. Secondly, inspired by the relationship be-
tween FAUs, we proposed a transformer based correlation
module to learn correlation between AUs. The action unit
specific features from aural and visual models are further
aggregated in the correlation modules to produce per-frame
prediction of 12 AUs. Our model was trained on Aff-Wild2
dataset of the ABAW3 challenge and achieved state of art
performance in the FAU task, which verified that the effec-
tiveness of the proposed network.

1. Introduction

Facial affective behavior analysis plays an important role
in human-computer interaction [15]. Facial Action Coding
System (FACS) is one of the most important approach of
face analysis. FACS deconstruct facial expressions into in-
dividual components of basic muscle movement, called Ac-
tion Units (AUs).It allows computer systems to understand
human feelings and behaviors, which makes human com-
puter interaction more applicable.

Since each facial action are defined at specific region
within a short duration. Local spatial and temporal attention
could help model to extract facial features. We therefore
employ attention mechanism to focus on regions of interest
with spatial and temporal transformer. Moreover, The task
of FAU detection can be formulated as a multi-label binary
classification problem. Most existing studies for FAU de-
tection usually treat each AU label as an one-vs-all binary
classification problem, which fail to exploit dependencies
among AUs. However, the AU labels are highly dependant
to each another. Exploiting the correlation between labels
could help to boost multi-label classification performance.

In the challenge for Affective Behavior Analysis in-the-
wild (ABAW3) Competition [8–15, 20], the organizers col-
lect a large scale in-the-wild database Aff-Wild2 to provide
a benchmark for valence-arousal (VA) estimation, expres-
sion (Expr) classification, action unit (AU) detection, multi-
task-learning (MTL) tasks respectively.

In this paper, we describe our approach for Action Unit
Detection challenge in the ABAW 2022 competition. we
firstly trained a spatial-temporal transformer based video
model to extract visual feature as well as a convolution
based aural model for audio feature. Features from both
the aural and visual model are then pass through 12 inde-
pendent fully connected layer to extract 12 discriminative
action unit specific features. After that, we proposed a ac-
tion units correlation module to learn relationships between
the action unit specific features and refine FAU prediction
result.

2. RELATED WORKS

There are three stream in FAU detection research: spatial
attention, temporal modeling, and AU correlation [1].
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Figure 1. Overview of proposed architecture

Previous studies have proposed some effective facial ac-
tion unit detection models by exploiting spatial attention.
Zhao et al. [22] jointly learn image patches around detected
landmarks and multi-label classification. JAA-Net [18]
jointly estimates the location of landmarks and predict ac-
tion unit.

Since transformer proposed by Vaswani et al. [19] has
achieved the state of the art performance in many tasks,
more and more researchers utilize transfomer for temporal
modeling.Yue Jin et al. [7] proposed a transformer based
model to merge feature from visual and audio model in se-
quence. zhao et al. [23] proposed a transformer with spatial
and temporal attention for facial expression analysis.

Recently, several works also take the relationships of
AUs into consideration. Chu et al. [1] designed a hybrid
network that jointly learns Spatial representation, temporal
modeling, and AU correlation for multi-label AU detection.
Jacob et al. [5] proposed an attentin branch network for spa-
tial attention learning and a transformer correlation module
to learn relationship between action units.

As for Aff-Wild2 dataset, previous solution in the
ABAW competition have reveal the effectiveness of aural-
visual multi modal method. Kuhnke et al. [16] proposed a
two-stream aural-visual network to combine vision and au-
dio information for emotion recognition and achieves supe-
rior performance. In the ABAW3 Competition this year, the
winner team [21] proposed a transformer network to fuse
multi-modal information including spoken words, speech
prosody, and visual expression in videos for AU detection.
The runner up team SituTech [6] use a convolutional model
pretrained on private AU dataset and achieved comparable
performance. Team RPL [17] use two branches of trans-
former layers to merge temporal features and ranked the
third.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Framework

Figure 1 shows the framework of our multi-task affec-
tive behavior analysis model. All the video in the dataset
are splitting into image clip and audio mel spectrogramm
during training and inference stage. The two streams are
pre-processed and fed into the aural-visual model syn-
chronously.

For the Visual stream, the input frames are cropped facial
region images. These facial crops are all aligned according
to 5 point template (eye centers, nose tip, outer mouth cor-
ners).Each input clip contains l frames and the frames are
sampled with dilation d. Here we choose clip length l = 16
and dilation d = 3. As for audio stream, we compute a mel
spectrogramm for all audio stream extracted from the video
using TorchAudio package. For each clip, spectrogram is
cut into a smaller sub-spectrogram with the center of sub-
spectrogram aligning with the current frame at time t.

The two stream are pass through Aural and Visual model
respectively. We employ spatial-temporal transformer back-
bone described in [23] to extract spatio-temporal informa-
tion from visual stream as well as a ResNet-18 [4] model
for mel spectrogram feature learning. Finally, the output
features of both models are merged into FAU Correlation
module and give the joint prediction of action units.

3.2. Transformer encoder

The transformer encoder has two main components:
Multi Head Attention and Feed Forward Networks [19].
Layer normalization is also applied to accelerate model con-
vergence. The structure of transformer encoder is shown
in Figure 2b.The input of transformers includes a variety
of tokens. The input tokens are fed into multi head self-
attention module, where information aggregating globally.
In this way transformer can model long-distance feature de-
pendencies effectively.

3.3. Spatial-Temporal attention

We use Spatial-Temporal transformer from [23] as visual
backbone. The structure of Spatial-Temporal transformer is
shown in Figure 2a. It mainly consists of a convolutional
spatial transformer (S-Former) and a temporal transformer
(T-Former). The S-Former takes still frame as input and ex-
tract spatial facial feature. Following that, features at each
frames are pass through T-Former in sequence and generate
temporal feature representation.

The convolutional spatial transformer (S-Former) is a
CNN-transformer hybrid architecture which consists of five
ResNet-18 [4] basic blocks and two spatial transformer en-
coders. We didn’t use pure ViT architecture in [3] due to
the fact ViT can capture long-distance feature dependen-
cies effectively but fail to extract local feature details. As
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(a) The structure of visual model with spatial and temporal attention.

(b) The structure of transformer
layer

Figure 2. The structure of visual model(a) and transformer layer(b)

for CNN, traditional CNN architecture cannot capture rich
global contextual information due to the limit of CNN re-
ceptive field. Proposed CNN-transformer hybrid design can
leverage both global and local information.

We utilize temporal transformer to to modeling the re-
lationship between frames. The temporal transformer (T-
Former) consists of three temporal encoders. Features ex-
tracted by S-Former at each frames are pass through T-
Former in sequence. An extra class token is concatenate
at the top of sequence. And then the sequence is add by po-
sitional embedding as input for T-Former. After three cas-
caded transformer encoder, the embedding of class token is
output as spatial-temporal visual feature.

3.4. FAU attention

Figure 3 shows the framework of proposed AU Correla-
tion architecture. We use 12 independent fully connected
layers to extract features for 12 AU labels. The discrimi-
native features from the of 12 AU branches are provided as
input to the AU correlation module. We use two layer of
transformer encoders as correlation module. The discrimi-
native features is then add by positional embedding as input
embeddings for transformer. Relationships between FAU
features are learnt in the transformer encoder. The output

of transformer encoder are passed to a predict head with 12
fully connected layer to predict the labels.

Our visual model and audio model are both connected to
the AU Correlation architecture in 3. When training visual
and audio model, their losses are computed by groundtruth
label and predict result of predict head. When training the
joint model, we discard the predict heads of visual and au-
dio model and output correlated features directly. The cor-
related features from visual branch Fv ∈ R12×256 and fea-
tures from aural branch Fa ∈ R12×256 are concatenate into
Fav ∈ R12×512. The merged features are then fed into a
final correlation module where the multi-modal features are
aggregated. Following that, we use a final prediction head
to produce per-frame prediction of 12 AUs.

3.5. Loss Function

Facial AU detection can be regarded as a multi-label bi-
nary classification problem. However, action unit samples
in Aff-Wild2 dataset suffer from class imbalance problem.
We use binary cross entropy loss (BCE) loss with position
weight to tackle the challenge. The position weights here is
proportional to the ratio of positives in the total number for
each AU class in training set. Weighted BCE allows model
to achieve trade-off between recall and precision.
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Figure 3. Framework of proposed FAU correlation architecture

LBCE = E[−
∑

(witi · logpi+(1−ti) · log(1−pi))] (1)

4. EXPERIMENTAL
4.1. Dataset

Proposed model is trained on the large-scale in-the-wild
Aff-Wild2 dataset only. This dataset contains 564 videos
with frame-level annotations for valence-arousal estima-
tion, facial action unit detection, and expression classifi-
cation tasks. As for action unit detection task, Aff-Wild2
dataset provide 305 training and 105 validation samples.
We use the official provided cropped and aligned images
in the Aff-wild2 dataset directly.

4.2. Training Setup

Model is trained with official train split dataset only.
As for visual branch, we trained spatial transformer model
firstly. After that, we freeze the parameters of the spatial
transformer and train the temporal transformer. At the same
time, audio model is trained independently. Finally, we
fuse the feature from visual branch and audio branch to-
gether and train joint model. Models are optimized using
Adam optimizer and a learning rate of 0.0005. AutoAug-
ment strategy for ImageNet described in [2] is applied for
each input clip. The mini-batch size is set to 64.

4.3. Ablation Analysis

In order to analyze the effects of proposed framework de-
sign, we conduct ablation studies to compare performance
with or without proposed components. The results can be
seen in Table 1. Comparing to ResNet-18 model, proposed
CNN-transformer hybrid architecture obtain improvement
of 5.7%. For aural branch and Visual model, the use of cor-
relation module can boost performance by 2.1% and 2.2%,

Method Score (F1 in %)
Competition Baseline [8] 39.0
Audio 32.3
Audio(with CM) 34.4
Visual ResNet only model 39.8
Visual spatial model 45.5
Visual spatial model(with CM) 47.9
Visual spatial temporal model(with CM) 50.1
Joint Aural and Visual 52.3

Table 1. performance of models on official validation set, CM is
short for correlation module

Method Score (F1 in %) Pretrain

Netease Fuxi Virtual Human [21] 49.89 True
SituTech [6] 49.82 True
PRL [17] 49.04 False
Competition Baseline [8] 36.50 False
Ours 48.83 False

Table 2. Results on the test set of the Aff-Wild2 dataset.

respectively, which indicates that the usage of correlation
module allows the model to learn multi-label relationships
and refine classification result. And the use of the temporal
transformer can improve the F1 score by 2.1%. Moreover,
if the aural branch and visual branch are both employed, the
F1 score can reach 52.3%.

4.4. Comparison with State-of-the-Arts

We also evaluated our model on the official test set. The
results on the test set can be seen in Table 2. Our model
obtains F1 score of 48.83 % and outperforms the baseline
model of [8] a lot. Our solution rank at 4th on the com-
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petition leader board and achieve comparable performance
comparing to the Top 3 teams. Our score is lower than team
Netease and SituTech by 1 %. This could be due to that
they use pre-trained expression model on additional dataset,
whereas our model is training from scratch using the Aff-
Wild2 database only. Moreover, team PRL [17] also did not
use pretrained model. Our F1 score is quite close to their
with gap of only 0.21 %, which verifies that the our method
have obtained State-of-the-Art performance.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper describe an effective FAU detection trans-

former based model by exploiting spatial-temporal attention
and FAU label-wise correlation. Our key idea is to firstly
develop a visual spatial-temporal transformer based model
and a convolution based audio model. Then we fuse the two
branch together and employ correlation module to learn re-
lationship between Action units for further refine FAU de-
tection. Experimental results on test dataset show that our
model have achieved State-of-the-Art performance, which
verifies the effectiveness of proposed method.
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